
Case Study

Let's build something great together.
www.slingr.io

“When you run a B2B enterprise, there’s a lot of noise, especially around
what your stack is going to look like and what vendors you’re using. Slingr
helped us to cut through that noise by connecting everything we use
seamlessly, helping us to go even further to serve the veteran
community.”

Steve J. Chang, Co-founder

Headlamp

> Rapid Deployment of Community Platforms



Our Client

Headlamp built a community platform for veterans, the
intermediary organizations serving them, and employers
looking to hire them. Through Headlamp, veterans can
manage their transition process from a single
dashboard that gives them access to everything they
need to move from military to civilian life.

Supported by reliable data, Headlamp´s objective is to
market veterans' unique collection of skills and abilities.
At the same time, the Headlamp platform makes it
easier for employers to target job postings to veterans
with specific skill sets. It boosts recruiter productivity by
only processing applications that meet your
requirements.
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Our Work

Our Impact

Headlamp knew they wanted an integrated platform that was easy to work with
and simple to navigate, designed and developed for scalability. The initial version
was released by Slingr four months later.

The new, fully-integrated Headlamp platform allows for the intelligent
management of content, forum administration, and notifications for their
members. Slingr also produced a jobs marketplace to showcase candidates and
their talents as an extension of the community. By leveraging Slingr’s low-code
platform, all the modular features were implemented with minimal time to market,
were fully scalable, and were easy to integrate.

Slingr’s dedicated team developed and deployed the application in collaboration
with Headlamp’s IT interns.
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New marketplace integrated into the existing platform
Automatic notifications to users triggered by updates & invitations
Modular, scalable structure delivered fast
Easy-to-learn, low-code development transferred to the customer´s IT
department


